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Before We Begin

Questions about either 1st- or 2nd-level analysis?

Questions about anything else?



Extra Slides from Previous Lectures



Applying the GLM to fMRI Data

Other options: Individual Modulation

Useful for beta-series correlation, MVPA classification



Applying the GLM to fMRI Data



Applying the GLM to fMRI Data



Applying the GLM to fMRI Data

Drawback: Very tedious to implement without scripting!

For AFNI users: Can use ‘IM’ basis function in 3dDeconvolve



ImCalc: The Image Calculator

One of the most versatile tools is the image calculator

Every package has one (AFNI, FSL, MRtrix, etc.)

Simple to do basic arithmetic on a 3D image



ImCalc: The Image Calculator
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ImCalc: The Image Calculator



ImCalc: The Image Calculator



Outline

Today: Pitfalls of fMRI Analysis

Specifically, non-independence and cluster failure

Ways to avoid these pitfalls



Focused on methods of epidemiological studies

Hypothesizing after the fact 

Uncorrected for multiple comparisons





Back in 2009…

Bennet et al.: Illustration of the 
Multiple Comparisons Problem  



Biased Analysis
Circular Analysis
Nonindependent
Double Dipping





Back in 2009…

rObservedA, ObservedB =
rA,B x √(reliabilityA x reliabilityB)

Max estimate for r = 0.74

From Vul et al., 2009



Back in 2009…

rObservedA, ObservedB =
rA,B x √(reliabilityA x reliabilityB)

Max estimate for r = 0.74



Vul’s Interpretation

Significant voxels more likely
to benefit from noise

Leads to inflated effect sizes





Objections

What if I just want to see what’s going on?

If included, explain how it was done,
and do not include error bars

My recommendation: Look, but don’t publish



Objections

But doesn’t the correlation (or effect) actually exist?

But, magnitude is also important,
and is misleading with biased analyses

Assuming multiple comparisons correction, yes



Problems with Sample Size

Only high correlations are reported

“Winner’s Curse”

Power drops, effect size inflates



Problems with Sample Size

Button et al., 2013
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Problems with Sample Size

Button et al., 2013



Problems with Sample Size



What to do?

Increase N

Pre-registered reports

Power analyses to estimate effect size



Think about this…

Biased?



What about this?

“In this approach, second-level 
analyses are run for each 

contrast, consecutively leaving 
out each subject from the GLM 

and extracting that subject’s 
contrast estimates from the 

resulting ROI.”

Jahn et al., 2016



What about this?



What about this?



Remember This?

Let’s try it!



Demonstration



Resources for Independent 
Analysis



Atlases

Popular: Harvard-Oxford Atlas, WFU PickAtlas

WFU PickAtlas is a toolbox that needs to be installed





Extracting Data from Sphere

Based on coordinates of another study





Neurosynth

How it works: Search Terms



Cross-Validation

Esterman et al., 2010





Demonstration



Biased Analyses: What to do about it?

Choose an independent analysis

An “independent” analysis does not guarantee
non-biased results!

Know the reasons behind choosing it



Cluster Failure: A Discussion 
of Eklund et al. (2016)



…we found that the most common 
software packages for fMRI…can result in 
false-positive rates of up to 70%. These 
results question the validity of some 
40,000 fMRI studies. [Emphasis added.]





Adapted from Woo et al. (2014)



Is this true?

How big of a problem is this?

What should we do about it?



1. Review of cluster thresholding

2. Problems with cluster thresholding

3. How to address these problems



Smoothing increases spatial correlation



Smoothing increases cluster size

4mm 8mm 15mm



Smoothness is estimated from the residuals

3dFWHMx -mask mask.hdr ResMS.hdr
++ 3dFWHMx: AFNI version=AFNI_16.1.28 (Jun 30 2016) [64-bit]
++ Authored by: The Bob
++ Number of voxels in mask = 174611
++ start FWHM calculations
+ FWHM done (0.00 CPU s thus far)

11.8179  12.9726  12.9531



These smoothness estimates form cluster thresholds

3dClustSim -mask mask.hdr -fwhm 12.5 -athr 0.05 -pthr 0.01
++ 3dClustSim: AFNI version=AFNI_16.1.28 (Jun 30 2016) [64-bit]
++ 174611 voxels in mask (19.34% of total)
++ Padding by 10 x 10 x 10 slices to allow for edge effects of blurring
++ Startup clock time = 0.0 s
++ Using 8 OpenMP threads
# CLUSTER SIZE THRESHOLD(pthr,alpha) in Voxels
# -NN 3  | alpha = Prob(Cluster >= given size)

#  pthr | .05000
# ------ | ------
0.010000   667.8

i.e., A cluster size of 668 voxels or more is 
significant



Determine whether clusters pass threshold

Greater than 668?



Problems with Cluster Thresholding

1. Using default thresholds

2. Clusters span multiple areas

3. Cluster simulations violate parametric assumptions



Problem #1
Using default thresholds

Adapted from Woo et al. (2014)



Problem #2 
Clusters span multiple areas

Adapted from Woo et al. (2014)



Problem #3 
Violation of assumptions

Cluster thresholding methods assume that:

1) Spatial smoothness is constant over the entire brain; and

2) Spatial autocorrelation is normally distributed



1. Smoothness varies over the brain



2. Spatial autocorrelation is best modeled as a 
mixture of Gaussian and exponential 

distributions

Eklund et al., 2016





Aside: Does Voxel Size affect FPR?



Should we trust cluster corrected 
results from SPM?

Unclear how SPM has addressed this in latest updates

FSL seems unaffected with default settings

AFNI has made attempts to address this, as we will see



Eklund et al., 2016



Solutions

1)Use voxel-wise thresholds;

2)Use more conservative cluster thresholds; or

3)Use nonparametric methods (e.g., permutations)



Non-parametric tests

FSL’s randomise (requires creating a design matrix)

SPM’s SnPM (separate toolbox)



Non-parametric tests

No assumption of the distribution the data were drawn from

The data itself is used to construct a new distribution

Example: We have a positively-skewed distribution,
and still want to use p-values



Non-parametric tests

Experiment with two conditions: A=StimOn, B=StimOff

Null Hypothesis: Labels are arbitrary



Non-parametric tests

Construct a set of all possible relabelings



Non-parametric tests

Construct a set of all possible relabelings



Non-parametric tests

Construct a set of all possible relabelings



Non-parametric tests

Construct a set of all possible relabelings



SnPM



SnPM



SnPM



Non-Parametric Analyses: Pros and Cons

Pros: Tends to be accurate for multiple comparisons

Cons: Conservative for small sample sizes

Assumes exchangeability of data

No assumption about the shape of the distribution



3dttest++

Using the –Clustsim option will generate a table 
for each cluster-wise p-threshold

Which threshold you use is up to you;
there is nothing taboo about using 0.01 or 0.05

AFNI Distributions since 2019 will use mixed ACF





Cox et al., 2017



3dClustSim Demo



Problems with 3dClustSim

Still a risk of false negatives

Uses arbitrary threshold set by user



Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement 
(TFCE)

What if we didn’t have to set a cluster-forming threshold?

Calculate the area under the curve

Similar to AFNI’s Equitable Thresholding and Clustering (ETAC)



Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement 
(TFCE)

No parametric assumptions about shaped of smoothness

Balances the extent and height thresholds at constant FPR

Cox, 2019



Demonstration



Kriegeskorte et al., 2010

Recommendations for how to avoid non-independence



Kriegeskorte et al., 2010



Kriegeskorte et al., 2010



Kriegeskorte et al., 2010

The supplementary material reviews different scenarios





Lab Preview

Checking Data Quality



Lab Preview

Create Mean Anatomical



Lab Preview



Lab Preview

Examine Results


